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SUMMARY 
Tests of two 10-foot-diameter, two-blade propellers having 
Clark Y blade sections have been made in the Langley 16-foot high-speed 
tunnel. The propellers, designated as NACA 10-(4) (OS)-03CY and 
NACA 10-(4) (OS)-03RCY, were tested on a 2000-horsepower dYnamometer 
through a range of blade angles from 200 to 550 and at airspeeds varying 
from 60 to 485 miles per hour . The NACA 10-(4) (OS)-03CY propeller had 
efficient airfoil sections extending to the spinner surface, and the 
NACA 10-(4) (OS)-03RCY propeller represents a structural compromise having 
cylindrical shanks typical of conventional propellers. 
The results of these tests are presented with no attempt having been 
made to analyze or compare the data with other high-speed-propeller test 
results. Envelope efficiencies of over 0.90 are attained for both pro-
pellers at the lower rotational speeds where the adverse effects of 
compressibility are small. At the higher rotational speeds the envelope 
efficiencies of both propellers are much lower. For the design blade 
angle of 450 the maximum efficiency of the NACA 10-(4) (OS)-03CY propeller 
drops from 0.92 to 0.745 for an increase in helical- tip Mach numbers 
from 0.S5 to 1.OS. The corresponding loss in maximUm efficiency for the 
NACA 10-(4) (OS)-03RCY propeller is from 0.90 to 0.q65. 
INTRODUCTION 
A general investigation is being made in the Langley 16-foot high-
speed tunnel to determine the combined influence of propeller design 
parameters and air compressibility upon propeller performance. The 
propellers used are 10 feet in diameter, and the blade designs embody 
variations in blade width, thickness ratio, shank form, blade section, 
and design lift coefficient or camber. All of the blades were designed 
to operate with a minimum induced-energy loss when the blade angle of 
the 0.7 radius is 450 and the blade is operating at the design value of 
lift coefficient. 
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The compressibility problem is very important in propeller design 
because blade-section speeds are highe~ than the speed of the airplane, 
and structural requirements lead to thick sections near the root. The 
solution of this problem led to the development of the 16-series airfoil 
sections which have high critical Mach numbers. Most of the blades in 
the series of NACA designs have the 16-series blade sections, but two of 
the blade designs have the older Clark Y blade sections so that a compar-
ison can be made at high speeds with the blades having the newer 16-series 
sections. 
The single purpose of this paper is to make available the data 
obtained from tests of these two Clark Y section propellers as quickly as 
possible with no attempt being made to analyze the results or to compare 












blade width ·of chord, feet or inches 
power coefficient (p/pn3n5) 
thrust coefficient (r/pn2D4) 
design section lift coefficient 
propeller diameter, feet 
blade section maximum thickness 
advance ratio (V/nIJ) 
Mach number of advance 
helical-tip Mach number ~/l + C'D~ 
propeller r otational speed, rps 
power, foot-pounds per second 
propell-er tip radius, feet 
radius to blade element, feet 
thrust, pounds 
velocity of advance, feet per second 
NACA RM No. L8E07 
blade angle, degrees 




T ~J propeller efficiency ;I
p mass density of air, slugs per cubic f oot 
APPARATUS 
A 2000-horsepower dynamometer (fi g. 1 ) was used to test the 
propellers in the Langley 16-foot high-speed tunnel. The dynamometer, 
control e ~uipment, instrumentation, and calibration are described 
in detail in refer ence 1. 
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Propeller blades .- Basic test data are pr esented graphically herein 
for the two -blade NACA 10-(4) (08 )-03CY and NACA 10-(4) (08)-03RCY propellers. 
The significance of the digits and l etters in the pr opeller designations 
are as follows : the digits in the first group give the propeller diameter; 
the digit in the first parenthes is is ten times the basic design lift 
coefficient at t he 0 .7 radius; the digits in the s econd parenthesis give 
the thickness rati o at the 0 .7 radius ; the digits in the third group giva 
the solidity per blade at the 0 .7 radius; the l etter R indicates a 
blade with conventional round shank; and the letters CY identify the 
blade sections as Clark y. 
The blade - form curves for the NACA 10-(4) (08)-03CY and 
NACA 10-(4) (08 )-03RCY blades are shown in figure 2 . Tne 
NACA 10-(4) (08 )- 03CY propeller has efficient sections from the tip to 
the 0 . 2 radius , wher eas the NACA 10-(4 ) (08)- 03RCY propeller represents 
a structural compromis e having the cylindrical shanks typical of some 
conventional propellers . For this propeller a minimum induced- energy 
108s is maintained except for the rounded sections near the spinner 
surface . Figures 3 and 4 ~re photographs of the blades, and figure 5 
shows a comparison of the shank sections at two radii. 
TESTS AND REDUCTION OF DATA 
The range of blade angles and rotational speeds for the propellers 
tested is presented in table I . Thrust, tor~ue , and r otational speed 
were measured for each of the blade angles in t he table for various values 
of advance ratio as described in r eference 1. For the constant rotational 
speeds , the advance ratio was varied by r egulating the tunnel airspeed. 
The higher blade-angle tests wer e run only at the lower rotational speeds 
because the dynamometer could not deliver sufficient tor~ue to cover the 
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complete range of advance ratio. The tests in which the rotational speed 
was varied were made to obtain data at high helical-tip Mach numbers with 
the propeller operating at the design blade angle of 450 • 
The test data corrected for tunnel-wall interference and spinner 
forces (reference 1) are presented in the form of the usual thrust and 
power coefficients and propeller efficiency. Propeller thrust, as used 
in this paper, is defined as the shaft tension caused by the portion of 
the blades rotating in the air stream. The reduction of the test data is 
outlined in detail in reference 1. 
Sevaral of the test runs were repeated during and at the end of the 
test program. The results of these tests agreed closely with the original, 
indicating the total error in the basic data to be less than 1 percent 
for comparisons of data obtained in this sequence of tests. -
RESULTS 
The faired curves of thrust coefficient, power coefficient, and 
propeller efficiency plotted against advance ratio for the tests of 
NACA 10-(4) (08)-03CY and NACA 10-(4) (08)-03RCY propellers are presented 
in figures 6 through 19. The test points are shown on the graphs of 
thrust and power coefficients. The variation of helical-tip Mach number 
and air-stream Mach number with advance ratio appears on the figures 
showing propeller efficiency. 
The variation of propeller envelope efficiency with advance ratio 
for the various rotational speeds is presented in figure 20 for the 
NACA 10-(4) (08)-03CY propeller and in figure 21 for theNACA 10-(4) (08)-03RCY. 
Envelope efficiencies of over 0.90 were attaine~ for both propellers at 
the lower rotational speeds where the adverse effects of compressibility 
are small. The range of advance ratio for which efficiencies of over 0.90 
were attained is much smaller for the round-shank propeller than for the 
wide-shank propeller. The maximum efficiency for the wide-shank propeller 
is 0.93 and for the round-shank propeller is about 0.91. These maximum 
efficiencies occur at an advance ratio near 2.1 for which the propellers 
were designed. At the higher rotational speeds the envelope efficiencies 
of both propellers are much lower, and at 2160 rpm the maximum efficiency 
of the round-shank propeller is less than 0.80. 
In figure 22 the envelope efficiency of the NACA 10-(4) (08)-03CY 
propelle r at 1350 rpm is compared with the optimum efficiency of a two-
blade propeller with the Betz minimum induced-energy loss loading. This 
optimum efficiency was calculated by a method (reference 2) neglecting 
all profile-drag losses for a two-blade propeller operating at the 
same values of power coefficient as were obtained with the 
NACA 10-(4) (08)-03CY propeller. The optimum eff iciency takes into 
- - - ------
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account the induced losses, both axial and rotational. The difference 
between the envelope and optimum efficiency curves is attributed to 
profile-drag losses. This difference is approximately 2 percent at the 
point of maximum envelope efficiency. The corresponding curves for the 
round-shank propeller are shown in figure 23. 
Figure 24 shows the effect of compressibility on the maximum 
efficiency of both Clark Y section propellers operating at the design 
blade angle of 450 . The maximum efficiencies of both propellers are 
plotted against helical-tip Mach number. The variation of air-stream 
Mach number with helical-tip Mach number is shown on the same figure. 
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The maximum efficiency of the r ound-shank propeller is less than the 
efficiency of the wide-shank propeller throughout the range of Mach 
numbers, and the difference increases with increasing Mach number. From 
a helical-tip Mach number of 0.85 to 1.08 the maximum efficiency of the 
NACA 10-(4) (08)-03CY propeller drops from 0.92 to 0.745. The corresponding 
loss in maximum efficiency for the NACA 10-(4) (08)-03RCY propeller is from 
0.90 to 0.665. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for AeronautiC3 
langley Field, Va. 
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TABLE I 
BarATIONAL SPEEL'6 AND BLADE-ANGLE SEI'TINGS FOR TIDTS OF 
NACA lo-(4) (08)-03CY AND lo-(4) (08)-03RCY PROPELLERS 
Rotational (30.75R Figure speed 
(rpm) (deg) 
NACA lo-(4) (08)-03CY two-blade propeller 
6 ll40 30 35 40 45 50 55 
7 l350 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
8 l500 45 
9 l600 20 25 30 35 40 45 
lO 2000 20 25 30 35 
II 2160 20 25 30 
l2 Varied 45 
NACA lo-(4) (08)-03RCY two-blade propeller 
l3 ll40 35 40 45 50 55 
l4 l350 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
l5 l500 45 
l6 l600 20 25 30 35 40 45 
l7 2000 20 25 30 35 
l8 2160 20 25 30 
19 Varied 45 
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Figure 2.- Blade -form curves for NACA 10 - (4)(08) -G3CY and 
10 -( 4 ) (08 ) -03RCY pr opellers . 
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Figure 4 . - Photograph showing plan form of NACA 10 -( 4)(08 ) -03RCY 
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Figure 7. - Continued. Rotational speed, 1350 rpm. J 
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Figure 8. - Characteristics of NACA 10-(4)(08) -03CY propeller. 
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Figure 12. - Characteristics of NACA 10 -( 4)(08) -D3CY propeller at 
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(b) Air -stream Mach number at maximum effic i ency, 0 .600 . 
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(c) Air-stream Mach number at maximum efficiency, 0.631. 
Figure 12. - Continued. 
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(d) Air-stream Mach num ber at maximum effici ency, 0 .642. 
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Figure 15.- Characteristics of NACA 10-(4)(08) -03RCY propeller. 
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Figure 16. - Continued. Rotational speed, 1600 rpm. 
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Figure 17. - Continued. Rotational speed, 2000 rpm. 
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(a) Air - stream Mach number a t maximum effici ency , 0 . 558 . 
Figure 19.- Character istics of NACA 10 - (4 )(08) -D3RCY propeller at 
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(b) Air-stream Mach number at maximum efficiency, 0.580. 
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(c) Air-stream Mach number at maximum efficiency, 0.600. 
Figure 19. - Continued. 
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(d) Air-stream Mach number at maximum effi.ciency, 0.630. 
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Figure 22.- Comparison of envelope efficiency of NACA 10-(4)(08 ) -0 3CY propeller at 1350 rpm 
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Figure 23. - Comparison of envelope efficiency of NACA 10-(4)(08) -03RCY propeller at 1350 rpm 
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Fi gure 24. - Effect of compressi bility on maximum effi ci ency of NACA 10 -( 4 )(08 ) -03CY and 
10-(4 )(08 ) -0 3RCY pr opelle rs . 130 . 75R = 45° . 
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